
? &eas ol Rhombi and lfites Recail rrom Lessons 6_5 !.,^\,fir and 5-5 that arhombus is a parailelogram with all four / ' / (' )
sides congruent and akiteisa quadrilatird with exacfly / I \ -/
twopairs of consecutirr" cor,g"rent sides. ' ' / _J V

'ffi &rems *{ ?rep*emkfis tn Lesson 6-6,youlearned that
W atrapezoid is a quadrilateral with exactly one pair of

parallel sides. These parallel sides are called bases.Theheight
of a trapezoid is the perpendicular distance between its bases.

In the figure below, a translation and rotation of the first trapezoid rcsults
in two congruent trapezoids that fit together: to forrn a paralielogram.
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Area of a Rhombus or Kite

Words The area.4 of a rhombus or kite is one half the product of the

rhornbus kite

lengtlrs of its diagonals, dl and da.

Symbols n= tAra,

N Du"ril r ^{I,er 
NL,:'L ' sd,*d.

Find the area of each rhombus or kite'
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The area I of a trapezoid is one half the

product 0f the height lt and the sum of its

bases, b, and br.

a= tt\01+ bzl

One of Brianna's trapezoid-shaped totes is shown.
Find the amount of material used to make the side shown'

a=|1 + ) h
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= L290 Sintpitfy,

The tote requires 1290 square centimeters.

Guid*dPractice

Find the area of glass
the windshield

b) zs.*

-7 30cm- "

Kr[?fig! Find the length of each diagonal.

Since the diagonals of a rhombus bisect each

other; then tengttrs of the diagonals are 12 + Lz

or24feetand 10 * 10 or20 feet'

ffi Find the area of the rhombus.

s=lara,
= ftz*ltzot
=24A f*
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